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ABSTRACT
A hybrid Photovoltaic/Thermal evD solar system can simultaneously provide
electricity and heat, achieving a higher conversion rute of the absorbed solar
radiation than that of a standard PV module. This system consists of a PV
module coupled with water or uir heat extraction devices. In this paper, an
experimental study of a PVT dual system, both simultaneous uir and water
circulations with modiJications in the air channel are presented. First
moditication is to place a Thin Flat Metallic sheet QMS) inside the air
channel and the second one is to mount Puinted Black Ribbed sarfuces at the
bottom of the air chunnel. Nutural convection is ullowed to take place instead
offorced convection to increuse the system net electrical output and thereby
the overall system efficiency. To observe vsriutions of heat transmittance with
change of the shape of ribs (Semicircular, Triangular, Rectangular and FIat
surfuces), four experimental systems have been fabricated. Results obtained
here have been compared with previous works in this area of research.
Keywords: Hybrid PVT Solar System,Solar Energy, Thin Metallic Sheet gMS),
PaintedBlack Rib.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A Photovoltaic cell converts only 10-15% of the incoming solar radiation
into electricity while a greaterpercentageof the radiation is converted into heat.
The solar radiation converted into heat increasesthe temperature of the pV
modules, resulting in drop of their electricalefficiency. This undesirableeffect
can be partially avoided by applying a suitable heat extraction facility with a
fluid circulation and maintain the electrical efficiency at a satisfactory level.
Furthermore,this extractedheat can be utilized for heating air and/or water. For
this purpose Hybrid photovoltaic/thermal (pvr) solar systems have been
introduced.
Many theoretical and experimentalworks have been carried out for the
improvementof hybrid PVT Solar systemssince its appearancein l9g0,s. The
main conceptof thesesystemswith results,using of water or air as heat removal
fluid was given by Kern and Russell (1978). Hendrie (rg7g), presents a
theoretical model on PVT systems using conventional thermal collector
techniques,Bhargavaet al. (1991) and Prakash(1994), presentresults regarding
the effect of air massflow rate, air channeldepth,length and fraction of absorber
plate area covered by solar cells (packing factor, pF) on single pass, Garg and
Adhikari (1997) presenteda variety of resultsregardingthe effect of design and
operationparameterson the performanceof air type pVT systems.Recentworks
on PVT solar systemsincludes developmentof a hybrid photovoltaic-thermal
(PVT) collector technologyusing water as the coolantcarried out by Saitoh et al.
(2003). Through good thermal contactbetweenthe thermal absorberand the pV
module, both the electrical efficiency and the thermal efficiency can be raised.
Fin performanceof the thermal absorberis one crucial factor in achieving a high
overall energy yield. Design and performanceimprovements of hybrid pvr
systemswith water as heat removal fluid were carried out by Souliotis (2008) at
the University of Patras,Greeceincluding modifications that contributed to the
decreaseof PV module temperatureand to improve the total energy output
(electrical and thermal) of the PVT systems.Two systems (pvr/uNGL and
PVT/GL) were tested outdoors, consistedof pc-Si pv modules and heat
exchangerof coppersheetwith copperpipes.
Design concepts,prototypesand test results for water and air-cooled pvr
systems with and without additional glass cover were presented by
Tripanagnostopoulos
et al. (2002). An experimentalstudy of facade-integrated
photovoltaic/water-heatingsystem was done by chow T.T. (2006). This work
describesan experimentalstudy of a centralizedphotovoltaicand hot water
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Figure 1: Sectionalview of PVT/dual solar systems(Tripanagnostopoulos
et al.
2007),with (a) the thin metallic sheet(TMS) modification, (b) fins on opposite
to air channelwall (FIN) modification and (c) the combinationof TMS with ribs
on oppositeair channelwall (TMS/RIB).
collectorwall systemthat can serveas a water pre-heatingsystem.Collectorsare
mounted at vertical facades.Different operating modes were performed with
measurementsin different seasons.Nafural water circulation was found more
preferable than forced circulation in this hybrid solar collector system. The
thermal efficiency was found 38.9% aI zero reduced temperature, and the
correspondingelectricity conversion efficiency was 8.56%, during the late
summerof Hong Kong.
Three alternativemodes of placing the water heat exchanger(Fig.l) inside
the air channelwere testedby Tripanagnostopoulos
et al. (2007), with the water
heatexchangerat PV rear surfacegiving the best resultsfor the combined water
and air heat extraction.For the improvementof air heat extraction,three low cost
modificationsthat increasethe heat exchangesurface in the air channel were
tested to determine system performance.In this study a new type of PVT
collector with dual heat extraction operation (PVT-Dual), with water and air
circulationis presented.
From literature survey and the aspectsfor the studies, technologies and
improvementsof hybrid PVT solar systemsshow the perspectivesand limitations
of these new solar energy devices. The PVT/water collectors can effectively
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operate in all seasons,mainly for application at locations in low latitudes or
marginally in medium latitudes to avoid freezing.On the other hand, the PVT/air
collectors can effectively operate mainly at locations of medium and high
latitudes without freezing problems, but for low latitude applications in the
summerperiod with the high ambienttemperaturesPV cooling by the circulating
air is less effective. A combination of both the heat extraction modes in one
device could possibly overcomethe limitations of the two PVT type collectors.
Based on this principle, a new type of PVT collector with dual heat extraction
operation(PVT/dual) either to heat water or to heat air dependingon the weather
conditions and building needs, was investigated(Tripanagnostopouloset al.,
2001).
From literaturereview, it is clear that many researcheshave been conducted
in hybrid PVT system using air or water as a heat carrier fluid. But only few
work has been done on the PVT/dual (Both air and water) system. As both the
heat carrier fluids are used here, there are various aspectsin designing the fluid
channels with proper contact with the PV panels. From the work of
Tripanagnostopoulos
et al. (2007) the combinationof TMS with ribs on opposite
air channelwall (TMS/RIB) (Fig.1 c) has given betterthermal efficiency than the
other two. Performance study was undertaken with this system and more
modifications in the air channel were done. The position of the water heat
exchangerwas also changedand settled in the middle of air channel with the
TMS. This presentwork of performancestudy of Hybrid Photovoltaic Thermal
(PVT) dual solar systemsusing different ribbed surfacesplaced opposite to the
air channelwall was carried out by Karim M.R. (2010). Four PVT collectors
having three different ribbed plates (Triangular, Semicircular, and Square)and
one flat surfaceoppositeto the air channelwall were studied.

2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimentalsetupsmainly consistof a hybrid PVT systemand storage
tanks.Hybrid PVT systemconsistsof a collector and a PV cell. The collector is
fabricatedin a wooden box of 100x67x21cm. The inner part of the box is
insulatedusing glasswool. At the inner bottom surfaceof the box, ribbed surface
is placed.The TMS is placedat the middle part of the box on top of which a set
of copper pipes of diameter l.25cm are installedadjacentto the TMS for water
circulation.The schematicdiagramof the test sectionis shown in Fig.2.
The TMS and RIB's are made of Gl Sheetand they are painted black.
(pc-Si)PV panelsareusedwith a ratingof 50 watts and
Polycrystalline-Silicon
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Figure 2: Schematicdiagramof the experimentalsystem.
0.45 m2 apertureareahaving approximatedimensionsof 83.9x53.7x0.5cm.The
PV panels are set at the top of the setup. Details of PVT system are shown in
Fig.3. It is located in a place where there is no obstacleto sunshineand faced
towards south with an inclination angle of 23.50which is the appropriate angle to
collect maximum available radiation in Bangladesh.

3 TEST PROCEDURES
All storage tanks are charged early in the moming with fresh water every
day. Temperatures are measured for PV panel (Tpy), Water heat exchanger
(Twnx),Inletand Outlet of water (1"iand Ts), Air in the channel(7,i,) and the rib
temperature (T,x) in air channel by using ten S.W.9 Chromel-Alumel
thermocouples.Positions of all thermocouplesare shown in Fig.4. Selector
switchesare used to switch among the thermocouples.
Ambient temperatures (To^n), solar radiation (O are taken hourly starting
from 8 AM up to 5 PM every day. All readingsare recorded in data sheets.

4 RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
datain the monthof February
andMarch,2010from the
Usinggathered
experimentalinvestigation of four different types of hybrid PVT systems,typical
curvesare plotted. PV panel temperature(Tpy),Water heat exchangersurface
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Figure 3: Details of PVT systemwhere circleshighlighting the interior with (a)
rectangular,(b) semi-circular/sinusoidal
and (c) triangularribs.
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Figure 4: Positions of thermocouples for measuring temperatures at different
points; (a) PV panel temperature, (b) Water inlet and outlet temperature, (c)
Water heat exchanger temperature,(d) Air channel temperature and (e) Ribbed
surfacetemperature.
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Figure 5: Typicaldistributionof PV paneltemperatures.
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temperature(Twux), Outlet temperatureof water (7,), Air temperature in the air
channel (7,;,) and the ribbed surface temperature (7,;6) in the air channel are
plottedagainsttime. Theseare presentedfrom Figs.5-8.
Typical temperature distribution of PV panels (Tpr) of different systems is
shownin Fig.S.
As the PV panel receivesthe solar energy directly on top of the system, panel
temperaturerises very rapidly with time. PV panel temperaturerises from 8 AM
to 12 noon and then decreasearound 2 PM rapidly. In an intense sunny day of
March,the maximum temperatureof PV panel is found to be 640Cfor flat plate,
6l0C for semicircular, 62.50C for triangular and 630C for square plate
respectively.
Water heat exchanger surface temperature (Twax) distributions of different
systemswith time are shown in Fig.6. Water heat exchangerwith TMS is placed
belowthe PV panel at the middle sectionof the system.Heat energy is absorbed
here from the PV rear surface and water is heated flowing through it. In an
intensesunny day of March, the maximum temperatureof WHX is found to be
44.50Cfor semicircular rib against a PV temperature of 610C. Maximum
temperatureis found to be 440C for triangular, 420C for square and 430C for flat
plate.
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Typical distributionsof Water outlet temperatures(f,) of different systemsare
shown in Fig.7. Water is one of the heat carriersfor thesehybrid PVT systems
and its temperatureis raised by taking absorbedheat from the heat exchanger.
The maximumtemperatureof water is found to be 43.50
C for semicircular.43oC
for triangular,420Cfor squareand 400Cfor flat plate systemin an intensesunny
day of March. Temperatureof the water in supply line varies from 230C to 260C.
The maximum tr:mperaturerise is found to be around 200Cusing hybrid PVT
system.
Distribution o, air temperaturesin the air channel of different systemsare
shown typically in Fig.8. As mentionedearlier air is the other heat carrier for
these hybrid PVT systems.As natural circulation of air is preferred, air flow
inside the channelis found to be insufficientfor heat extraction.
As a result, the air temperatureinside the channelis found to be only a few
degreesabovethe ambienttemperatureand sometimesremainssame.
Thermal efficiency (4fi regardingwater is comparedas a function of /T/G
(K W' n'; shown in Fig.9. lT is the temperaturedifference between the inlet
fluid (?l) and the ambient(7,^).
Efficiency of systemswith triangularrib, semicircularrib, squarerib and flat
plate are found to vary from 55%oto 69yo,49oh to 660/o,44Yoto 57oh and 35o/oto
50olorespectively.Thermal efficiency found by Tripanagnostopoulos(2007) for
PVT systemvaried from 45o/oto 620/o.The averageefficiency from all calculated
values is found to be 59o/ofor triangular rib, 57%ofor semicircular rib, 50o/ofor
squarerib and 4l%o for flat plate system.
The range of efficiency varies with the operatingtemperatureof the system.
The thermal efficiency of PVT/dual systemfor water heat extraction is extended
in negative/T/G axis, as some experimentshave been performed for ambient
temperaturebeing higher than the water temperatureat system inpfi (Ta > Ti).
Electrical efficiency (rt,) of the system compared with the PV panel
temperatureis shown in Fig.10. Efficiency of triangular rib, semicircular rib,
squarerib and flat plate systemis found to vary from 8% to l4%o.
Although no significant difference is found in electrical efficiencies of the
four systems,the systemswith triangular rib and semicircular rib have given
better electrical output. Electrical efficiency found by Tripanagnostopoulos
(2007) for PVT systemalso varied gyoto 1506,which is very close to the systems
studiedhere.The rated efficiencyof the usedPV panels(q"r= 10-15%)is also
comparablewith the presentr':sults.
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Figure 6: Typical temperaturedistribution of water heat exchanger.
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CONCLUSIONS
From this study, the following conclusionsmay be drawn:
(i) Water and air temperatures increase with increasing of PV panel
temperafure and reach a maximum value at a maximum PV
temperature around noon. A11temperaturesthen decreaseslowly with
the ambient temperature.
(ii) The energy absorbed in the system from 8AM to 12 noon is higher
than that absorbedin the afternoon for all systems,tested in this study.
(iii)

26

Average water and air temperature rise is found to be better in
triangular and semicircular ribbed surface than those of surfaceswith
square rib and flat plate. System with square ribbed surface shows
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better performancethan that of flat plate but its averageperformance is
lower than those of triangular and semicircular ribs.
(iv)

Thermal efficiency is found to be the best in the system with triangular
ribs among all systems tested in this study maintaining similar
experimental conditions (AT/G). Efficiency of a semicircular rib, a
square rib and a flat plate is also found to be satisfactory within the
range of experimental conditions.

(v)

Electrical efficiency is found to be similar in all four systemsstudied
here and it is found to be in the range of 8-l4o/o. Efficiency of
triangular rib and semicircular rib system is found to be better than
thoseofothers.

(vi)

PVT/dual system can be used either to heat water or to heat air
dependingon the weather conditions and building needs. The water
heat extraction part could operate in all conditions of ambient
temperaturesexcept freezing while the air heat extraction part would
operatemainly when the ambient temperatureis low.

NOMENCLATURES
Au
Ce
G
K
m
Quu
Tpv
Twux
T1
To
Tu-b
Tui.
Trib
AT
AT*
11,
I.
V.
I"r

aperture Area,m2
specific heat at constantpressure,J/Kg.K
incoming solarradiation, W/m2
thermal conductivity, Wm.K
mass flow rate, Kg/s
heat energy absorbed,Wm2
PV module temperature,oC
0C
water heat exchangertemperature,
oC
input fluid temperature,
output fluid temperattre,oC
oC
ambienttemperature,
0C
air temperaturein channel,
ribbed surfacetemperature,0C
0C
temperaturedifference,(T1- Tu.6),
temperaturedifferenceof water, (T" - Ti), 0C
thermal efficiency ( Itr,: m Co(T" - Ti) / A" G)
current at maximum load, Ampere
voltage at maximum load, Volt
electricalefficiency ( I"r: I.V. / A"G )
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